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On the back cover of Time Waits, the new book of 
selected poems by Martin Matz, Harold Norse writes 
that the poet " ... fulfills the promise of the deep image 
grafted onto American poetry from Spanish Surrealist 
roots." lbis statement is a key to understanding the 
background ofMatz's extreme poetic lyricism. He began 
writing poetry upon reading the work of Federico Garcia 
Lorca and took as his starting point the highly-charged 
surrealism of Lorca's Poet in New York. Over a stretch of 
thirty years, Matz has remained true to that vision, writ
ing poems which reach beyond conceptual barriers to 
sources of experience and emotion. 

The poetic world of Martin Matz is a panoramic 
interior consisting of disparate images extracted from 
many different times and places and arranged in an 
intuitive mosaic beneath the open sky. Each poem is a 
set of fragments retrieved from dream and madness. 
These infernal machines have the precision and detail of 
a miniature timepiece and operate according to their 
own unrelenting system of logic: "the mathematics of an 
insect's eye." 

Time seems suspended in a constellation of the 
primordial past occurring simultaneously with the pre-

Martin Matz 

NICOTINE STAINED DREAMS 
For Johrt Helmlcll a"" Sa"""Y Nobles 

A DISMAL DUSK WITH POPISH SKY 
UNTRACKS A PACK OF FORLORN FOXES 

AND NOW THE TIME HAS COME 
WITH ITS FLOWERED TICKJNG 

AND FRACTURED ATOMS 
TO SCRATCH THE PEPPERED FOG 

TO BREAK THE BARS 
TO DISCOVER SOME FOSSIL MOON 

SOME UNDONE BONE 
TO SET THE SEASONS GROWLING 

FOR I HA VE MY OWN SKELETONS TO BITE 
AND HA VE WANDERED 

IN A DESERT OF UMBER SPHINXES 
KNOWING ALL THE RIGHT QUESTIONS 

AND YET 
THE ONLY THINGS THAT BLOOMED 

WERE SAD HALLUCINATIONS 
AND NICOTINE STAINED DREAMS 

sent and the future. Space is condensed into the 
gravitational field of a line or an image combining dis
tant realities, evoking "the frozen ash of rivers," "the tur
quoise songs of chiseled stars" and "a destiny of 
formless pistols planted with the com." 

Another key to Matz's poetry is the fact of his years of 
travel in Latin America, where he learned the Spanish 
language and lived among people for whom the mar
velous is as real as the misery of each day. Lo real 
maravilloso is depicted by Latin American writers as 
the synthesis between the ancient and the modem, the 
presence of the Old and New Worlds manifested in a 
single moment. 

lbis abolition of space between what is near and what 
is distant, in the world as in the imagination, is a primary 
element in the poems in Time Waits: "Friend/Explain 
to me your crystal rivers/the uncrowded geometry of 
your brilliant dawn/show me the sky's bark/the skin of 
prehistoric beaches/the grand calculus of insect shells/ 
the algebra of tears " ("Ode for Bob Yarra"). 

The constantly changing optics in these poems, the 
continual modulation of scale from miniature to lifesize 
to cosmic, produces a surreality made of shards of 
interior and exterior worlds visited in the course of far
ranging journeys. Martin Matz has contacted lo real 
maravilloso and draws from it to create his poems. 

Uri Hertz 

THE RIVER CITY REUNION 

IN LAWRENCE, KANSAS 
Chants going forth from the centre from Kansas, 
and thence equidistant 
Shooting in pulses of fire ceaseless 
to vivify all. 
-Walt Whitman, Starting From Paumanok 

Into the vortex of Lawrence Kansas, the 1960 Rambler 
wagon of Wayne Propst and Wayne a Hermes with Kansas 
color, dusty vinyl, rambling minds as we head from KCI 
Missouri. Riding into the lightning over Leavenworth Pen, 
lightning over the solitary still Buffalo penned on the 
lawns subject to watchtowers loaded to kill. Talking Sgt. 
Clayton Lonetree on his way here and Leonard Peltier in 
his maximum cell, thinking thru political asylum in 
reverse. Our speech afire, a fire of recognitions, we go at 
it, 4 horsemen, talking, trading words and connections 
that are in the true whorl of Lawrence and her artists. The 
Harmo(\is= Convergence is working out balances, the 
balance of it all as we converge September wise on 
Lawrence, wired on the local chain drug, Casey's 10 cents 
a cup. Driving into the rain, endless talk and resonances as 
Propst and James Mccrary cross reference the 
community here and gone and here again for the River 
City Reunion. (next page) 
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Terminal moraine, Kaw river, Kaw valley, rhythmic 
green beige lays of land, sunflowers. John Brown's 
shadow into a vibrant Langston Hughes into. a 
Connecticut street church spiritualizing Lawrence. Mix 
that with KU Jayhawks Rock Chalk Rock Chalk cheering it 
on. Histories are everywhere present, a cat's cradle of 
lives. Lawrence being one of the continuing canyons thru 
American Time; crossroads to the Civil War and fantasy 
West. Behind main street on a park green a black Iron 
Horse is returned to dream. 

A 30 year cycle of artistries keyed to ear and tongue and 
eye at the crossroads of American Experience is here 
being celebrated. In the whirlwind of a week, Sept. 7th 
thru the 14th, experiences will shower and call down call 
up like weather as the heat is broken repeatedly by cloud
rain-sun and storm again. Lawrence revealing her mys
teries, circulating vortex, Kansas vibrating at our feet as 
real constellations of artists descend, the artists of new 
intimacy, the new American poetry and prose and film 
that broke 1957's commercial feed. Cycle in 1967 Sum

:mer of Love at the heart of the Continent, Ed Sanders li
'.terally tuning it in, in all of us on electrified loom. Crest 
on crest on crest, these artists have come to show their 
minds and celebrate their continuing community of liber
ated heart. Circle in circle in circle arc, a collective 
sunflower. 

Monday Sept. 7th: Heat broken. Rain scented air. Enter 
the Bottleneck where the reunion is real real charged, 
greeting its many many selves, and Whitman scholars are 
loose with the hawks of the mind. S. Clay Wilson like a 
19th century freeman strides thru and out into the night, 
his images are omnipresent. His logo is the sign of this 
conjunction, circle in freedancing between men, be
tween hard living com cob blade of a dude and jointed 
Ginsbergoid, sandal touch down sandal fly, slipping pages 
as they both hold onto Old River City Rot Gut. Bottle
neck, juices flowing, Whitman's tribe, a confluence of 
generations of free word-free mind-free heart woven 
together. 

Wednesday Sept. 9th: Enter the darkness of Liberty Hall, 
enter Bruce Conner's Crossroads (1976) aerial views 
Bikini Atoll: aerial view, a fleet of warships suddenly 
become toys overwhelmed by the Atomic Fist. Again and 
again the view destructing itself, literally blown away at 
all angles in slow motion. In slow motion the Atomic 
Weather: Volcano of water, vaporizing fleece, tumbling 
warships disappear in the WALL moving across the 
waters. 

Thursday September 10: Lawrence was expressing 
itself this day and in the late afternoon this took a radical 
descent in the. films of Gene Bemofsky screened at 
Liberty Hall. Gene, a true graduate of the Lawrence scene 
of the 60's, onstage before his films revealing himself to 
be the true Agnes T. Frog, challenging the projected 
highways, and turning the audience into a chanting pond 
_of dissent. Drop City is historic footage as it takes us to the 
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early commune experiments of the mid-60s, near T& 
nadad Colorado, come near Steve Baer's first car 
Zome and the original Being Bag, hand made reali · 
geodesic dome hopefulness and the unado 
communal life. Glamour (1969) cuts thru Califi 
warehouse shades to see workers working an 
laboratory, the spiralling tube. Group (1976) Boulda' 
Colorado takes us thru the lost 70s world of Boulder 
excavating Pearl Street, plays up the juxtaposing · 
tongue in cheek social commentary that is a trademart. 
Genets working class cinema. Lawrence of Amerial 
(1984) anticipates and spooks with comic scalpel 
sickle the humourless Amerika (1987) that played · 
the ContraGate tearjerker Ollieville. Gene's movie is 
more authentic Midwest and his characters do walk 
everyday streets of Lawrence. Now cut that with a 
that is, as the program notes state, "narrated 
Yugoslavian slave historian" exploring "Ronald R 
Holocaust." Gene's Postmaster (1986) is a macabre -
of the caged workplace worker, figure Wayne Propst 
the Lawrence main post office mailroom under _ 
ports and then putting on reverse claws to gee 
suspected mail. 

Friday Sept. 11th: Afternoon Liberty Hall screening _ 
Brakhage's Faust.film: An Opera (1987) visual li1Jn::11Ba 

that are a planetarium of hypnagogic sight, the . 
turn inner world of the eye. Faust.film, crackling 
quest signalling Brakhage's reunion with music, the 
tronic sound patterning music of Rick Corrigan. 
penetrating Western Forms Western Shadows; the ~· .._wr.-a 

the scenes sing with synthesizer tapestries, over _ 
billowing curtains, Faust as a western crack-up in 
father's house of darkness. In the spell of Faust, B~ 
visual librettos, the Dante Quartet ( 1987) darts the · 
I've become thru fiery forests of branching colors. 
thru the insides of hell and beyond, to purgate.. 
transform the sinews of self Within this 9 
masterpiece of 6 years meditation, all hand 
frames, there is a realm Hell Spit Hexion where m~· 

was given the key to unlock hell, be sent on, be P'"'"'',,...
soar with the projected genius of Brakhage. B~ 
Dante and Faust are at the gates, the knots of this W":trr.• 

century, double cross into a twisted graveyard of 
bilities. Brakhage takes the numb spectator by his ~ · 
ing eye and by experience's direct door, the co 
sensual knob tum pure spirit, the breath of sight. 
Corrigan recounting his asking Brakhage for a script 
Faust and being shown the rainbow cast from a 
the mountainous palm of Telluride. 

Afternoon Liberty Hall will live up to its name. 
Jello Biafra of the Dead Kennedys stalks the stage ,.,,..,,,,....,,.. 
out the ways we have made ourselves numb, dull. 
void. Then the real life horror story of punk '-'--""'-·
kidnapped by their own parents to be reprogramed 
specialty military school into being obedient and str.~L 

From here, Jello Biafra launches into his detailed c 



accounting the moves, the legal dance of his recent court 
victory and the renewed spectre of censorship aimed at 
the visible artist. Timothy Leary follows, his DNA 
radiating, joyful kinetic changes in his form/ his pose, he 
takes us to his mind space platform to explore millenia 
and rededicates the psychedelic warriors for what lies 
ahead. Dr. Leary is here to talk thru "The Emergence of 
the Cybernetic Person during the Roaring 1Wentieth 
Century." He opens up the audience with a reality check 
on drugs. Dr. Tim then sets off to make us hip to the 
present future psyche of the West, the 12 wild years 
ahead as "Millenial Madness" plays itself out, the 
apocalyptic fixation embedded in western sieve since the 
Roman Empire went thru a religious personality change. 

Edie Parker will read Jack's letter to her and to 
everyone here and he tells us of the Golden Eternity and 
Edie is hung on pronouncing Mt. Tamalpais, where Jack 
would put his mindshack. Codrescu trips us out with his 
john Lennon's Assassination While Working Night Duty 
At Bellevi,ew a real insane poem and register of heart. 
Suddenly John Giorno goes into his voice trance 
evocations of fast lane Americana reverberating the Hall 
charged by his intense presence. William Burroughs sits 
down to lay it on us, some good old horse sense of what 
to do and not not keep yourself alive. His words are 
windows. He is a key giving the keys to all of us in this 
River City Reunion. Diane Di Prima Loba sounds her 
liberating poems, her revolutionary letters. 

The next and last set was voice rock and the voice 
become a sunflower of the soul. Anne Waldman and 
company come on to cook consciousness, the hall. Anne 

PETER WHIGHAM {1925-87) 

Among the most disturbing circumstances of 
Whigham's death in a car wreck last summer is its 
untimeliness-the project he left unfinished. Long a 
journeyman poet, translator, and man of letters, he 
nonetheless left only the beginnings of his most 
ambitious translation. Whigham was to have fin
ished Dante's Inferno by the end of the year and then 
begin work on the Purgatorio. 

The dozen or so cantos that he did complete, with 
commentary, show the loss of the projected whole by 
their remarkable grasp of Dante's poetry of experi
ence and transcendence: 

gyring her body into her voice, the helix of which sings, 
backed up with beating tapestries and a beautiful 
articulate dancer who made the sound flesh as her body 
became signs, became expressions of the heart felt words 
singing by. Anne winding thru her Contra Diction Grunt, 
dancer spell it out, fuse with the throbbing audience. 
Allen Ginsberg comes forward to rock everyone in the 
audience and everyone to become his ocean as he dances 
in his seat telling us what his soul.has aired in him. Allen 
does a Hokusai, wave round Mt. Fuji, when he tells us he 
will voice the whole of Howl and howl he does. Allen 
spiralling esctatic, hundreds upon hundreds of hearts 
cresting to hear, to feel Kansas vibrating at our feet. 
Spiralling presence until the book read becomes a bird 
among the breakers of enchantment. The chanting finale 
becomes a vision when Sunflowers are presented to him, 
waving sunflowers to waves of hearts tumbling in and the 
thunder of joy released splendor release feeling that 
washes over you when you have contacted eternity. 

We empty out of Liberty Hall to find the vision outside 
as well, Lawrence of the night sunflowered. Sunflowers 
everywhere in clusters, along the walks and crosswalks, 
they have come from the field that is a Van Gogh picture, 
the living painting of Stan Herd. The River City Reunion 
was itself a great sunflower of the continuing culture of 
liberated heart liberated mind. 

Kush 

He took my hand in his, 
his face gladdening (which made me glad), 
and led me where what's hidden is. 

Inside, weepings, sighs, high-pitched yelps made 
echoes through the starless reaches 
involuntarily dismayed, I wept. 

Weird accents, anguished, outlandish 
words, tongues of wrath, 
high horse voices, palms on flesh 

Issued in uproar blasting forth 
on air that has no tint of time 
as sand when the wind breathes. 

Other verse translations of Dante (notably Binyan and 
Longfellow) fl. best follow the line of the story or Dante's 
rhetoric. Whigham catches the poetic of Dante's 
visionary experience line by line. This fulfils Pound's 
dicta on poetry and translation: to bring the matter of 
the poem to the senses and to thought in an ongoing 
poetic process, not to make an artificial paradise of 
metaphor alone or of conceptual rhetoric. 
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